
Subject: Re: fredcow logic
Posted by InternetThug on Wed, 13 Mar 2013 22:14:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

liquidv2 wrote on Wed, 13 March 2013 12:47i don't think it's fair to lump Orca in with trooprm02;
he was nowhere near that bad

what i don't get is why AnThRaX continues to push at Spoony when Spoony easily deflects it
every single time; at some point AnThRaX should realize he's wrong, but he has a bit of derfcow
in him and continues to push on anyways

Hop off spoony's dick for just one second and show me one argument spoony has ever lost on a
forum against another person.  It's never happened because the guy is literally smarter than
Einstein.  What did he even deflect?  My question as to where he's lost a debate?  What the fuck
he didn't even answer it. Either your bias against me is blinding you or your nose is so far up his
ass you can't even understand what's going on like usual. The fact that Spoony thinks even one
person here gives a shit how right he thinks he is about everything is god damn hilarious to me. 
The guy has to be over 30 years old and the only achievements in his life come from keyboard
warrioring internet debates and declaring himself the winner when his opponent decides to be the
first one to see sunlight. 

Liquid here's an example of what just happened so you can catch on:

I asked Spoony to provide me one example of where he's ever lost an arguement on a gaming
forum .. (it's never happened, literally), I didn't use exactly the right wording so he said some
retarded random bullshit.  When he realized he couldn't respond and figured out he's a self
righteous dickhead but didn't want to admit it to himself, (once again) he turned it back on me and
made up some shit about being a hypocrite (not related to anything but some of his favorite things
to call people who don't agree with him).  He told me he could provide many examples but those
were the first two off the top of his head, when I tweaked the question slightly it immediately
became my job to find topics where he was proven wrong because once again we both know self
righteous prick has never lost an argument and even he couldn't find an example even after telling
me that those were the first two examples.  (Talk about a hypocrite)  I'd rather talk to a wall than
watch spoony inflate his own ego.  The fact that people like you liquid even stroke it for him is
beyond pathetic. It must be because of your personal bias against me because no normal person
could ever stoop to that level.

ljbh Spoony has lost more arguments than he's won he just keeps his composure and eventually
the other person commits suicide out of boredom after being called a hypocrite, a cretin, a waste
of space and a disgrace and whatever fancy intellectual insults spoony can throw your way to
make himself seem classy and shit.

btw liquid you're a fucking clone of Spoony and use his same argumentive style which is why you
always get your way in communities and eventually no one opposes you, you obviously print his
picture off and frame them on your wall. between the two of you the social awkwardness must be
unbearable, you should probably meet up and discuss what the weathers like sometime, it could
clearly be turned into a two hour debate about whether or not it was sunny or not and what the
definition of a temperature is.  derfcow might not be the most intelligent mother fucker but im sure
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he at least has an actual sense of reality and doesn't need this forum to feel like he has some sort
of meaning in his life. this might seem like ad hominem but seriously just take a step back and
look at yourselves.  
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